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what is meant by:

bsolute e rro r;

Show that the polynomial nesting technique can be used to evaluate

/(r) : 1.01e4" 4.62e3" 3.11e2' + 12.2e" - 1.99.

Use three - digit rounding arithmetic and the formula given in the statement

of part (i) to evaluate l(1.53). Evaluate the absolute error and relative error'
\

Repeat the calculation in part (ii) using the nestirg form of /(r) that $as

found in part (i) . Compare the approximations with parttr(ii).



2. (a) L€t r : d(r) be,the rearrangement of the equation ./(r) : 0

iteration.

'' x"*t: g(:t"),

with ihe initial value 16. If//(z) exists and is continuous such that r/

for ail r, then show that the sequence (r,) generated by the a

converges to the unique root a of the equation /({) :0.
The function 9(r) = x3 - x2 4x +5 has three fixed points. One of

i. Find the other two fixed points.

ii. Does fixed point iteration of 9 converge for c6 near 1? Expl

(b) i. Obtain Newtor Raphson method to

in an inteNal lo,b]. Then use it to
I ir h an error ol ar mo>t l0 4

computP the root ol ihe

appro)dmate the soiution

ii. Define the order and the asymptotic emor constant of the i

to compute the non linear equation

./(r) : o.

asymptotic ellor constant of theHence show that the

-"15o6 i" 1114
2 f'\d)

3. (a) Suppose that co, ,r,

/ € C"+Lla,rl. Obtain a

propelty

.. r. are distinct

unique polynomial

numbers in the

P"(r) of degree

ln

at

I ("r) : P,(rr.) foreachft=0,1,2,...,n

and.show that

J trt - Pntr't = {r - Jol/ r,r. .,/ - .- [+
rherp f c fo. bl .



's method to find the interpolating polynomial for the data:

x 0 1 2 3

,li 1 2 3 4

ln zi 0 0.693 r .099 1.386

te ln(2.?18) rsing the polynomial obtained in parr (i)'

d an upper bound on the error lbr the Lagrange interyolating polynomial

r the inteNal 11, 
.1].

Jacobi method to approximate the solution of the follolving system of

equations.

5xt - 2x2 + 3:t:t -- -1'

-3rr+9r:I xt=2
2xr t2 lxx : 3

the iteratioN until two successire approximations are identical when

to three significant digits.

the usual notations, thc Simpson's rrrle is gi\"en by

7@)dx: l(ft!6, ,+aJ,+ fo-n,) -17's7{a')(4,), where
*:A./u,, 

({ ),
1 (, € x, r, "r,+rl

in the composite Simpson's rule, and show that the composite error is less

or equal to

missile is launched from a ground statio\' The acceleration during its 80 seconds

flight, as recorded, is given in the following table:

1

5compute the velocity of the missile rvhen i : 80, using Simpson's rule.


